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Registration Open for Concept Searching’s ‘Solving GDPR Problems Through
Metadata-Driven Compliance’ Webinar

Unique Technologies Automate Changes and Provide an Audit Trail for GDPR Compliance

MCLEAN, Va. US, and STEVENAGE, UK (PRWEB UK) 28 February 2018 -- Concept Searching, the global
leader in semantic metadata generation, auto-classification, and taxonomy management software, is pleased to
announce the third webinar in its Metadata-Driven World 2018 Webinar Series, ‘Enough Talk – Solving GDPR
Problems Through Metadata-Driven Compliance’, taking place on Wednesday, March 14.

The EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) will apply from May 25, 2018, affecting not just
businesses in the EU but equally those based the US, with significant penalties for noncompliance. The law
expands the rights of individuals to control how their personal information is collected and processed, and
places a range of new obligations on organizations to be more accountable for data protection.

This webinar explains not only the ramifications of GDPR but also how to address the compliance issues. It
examines the tactical aspects of a solution, little-known stumbling blocks, and different tools that automate
changes and provide an audit trail for compliance. Concept Searching invites all those interested to register for
the webinar.

Concept Searching technologies have been addressing issues found within GDPR for many years, as they
function proactively, operate in real time, and identify and protect any privacy or sensitive information
exposures.

Designed for both business and technical professionals, the Metadata-Driven World 2018 Webinar Series
provides practical and useful knowledge on how organizations can improve the management of metadata. The
series explores how metadata enhances business practices, frees up IT teams, and helps organizations meet their
information management objectives.

Full webinar and registration details can be found in the Upcoming Webinars area of Concept Searching’s
website.

About Concept Searching
Concept Searching is the industry leader specializing in semantic metadata generation, auto-classification, and
taxonomy management. Platform agnostic, Concept Searching also has a Microsoft Gold Application
Development competency, and offers a complete suite of SharePoint and Office 365 solutions. The award-
winning technologies encompass the entire portfolio of unstructured information assets in on-premises, cloud,
or hybrid environments. Clients have deployed the intelligent metadata enabled solutions to improve search,
records management, identification and protection of privacy data, migration, text analytics, eDiscovery, and
enterprise social networking applications.

Concept Searching is headquartered in the US with offices in the UK, Canada and South Africa.
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Contact Information
Lesley Noble
Concept Searching Limited
http://www.conceptsearching.com
+44 20 3239 5302

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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